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Outsourced Accounting Services
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We provide a complete outsourced accounting services package that allows you and your staff to
devote your focus to running the business rather than getting bogged down in accounting and tax
paperwork.

Our outsourcing package is completely customisable. We can look after your entire accounting
function, or we can work on a collaborative basis with your existing staff and provide expertise in just
the areas you need us to.

Benefits
Our outsourcing service provides you with many benefits. These include:

-

Payroll savings.
Reduced IT costs.
Improved confidentiality.
Automatic backups that minimise disaster recovery problems.
Increased data security.
No holiday or illness disruptions.
Financial information access anytime anywhere.
Improved management information.
Real time access to financial information.
Operational performance improvement by focus on KPI's.
Increased focus on core functions.
System reliability.
Stress reduction.
Timely Revenue compliance.
Reliance on professional and skilled service provider.

Features
We provide an internet based fully integrated online (cloud) accounting system that is easy to use
and is available to business owners and staff anytime and from anywhere with internet access.

Our cloud service enables real time access and easy collaboration. So, for instance, you or your staff
could enter the invoice information into the system and we then review this, reconcile your bank
account and prepare the VAT return and monthly management accounts.
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It's a feature-rich accounting and financial control system that works well for all business sizes. It
provides the management reports, statistical reports, graphs and key performance indicators that
you need to run your business profitably and effectively.

Our cloud service is very easy to use. For any Windows user it will look familiar which helps to
minimise the initial training and ensures that anyone using the service is able to get going quickly.

An internet enabled computer, preferably with a broadband connection, is required. There are no
maintenance or system upgrade requirements.

Security
The flexible security system of our cloud service allows the administrator to control which functions
each user can access and view. So you have total control over who accesses data and what they can
see and do. This allows there to be a clear and secure delegation of tasks and system access
according to job requirements.

All our outsourced accounting services contracts are underpinned with an agreement that will
include all procedures you agree with us and an all-inclusive fixed monthly fee.

Call Now
Why not call Noel Murphy today on 021 431 0266 and find out how our outsourced accounting
service can help you take your business forward.
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